The Alzheimer’s Challenge

Instructions
Hello and welcome to the

In this document we have summarized the
most relevant information and some
instructions for you.
We will ﬁrst give you a more detailed
overview of the challenge and then guide
you through the ﬁrst steps in these coming
two weeks until the next milestone.

Alzheimer’s challenge - our

collaborative innovation journey
with the ultimate goal to ﬁnd
solutions for early intervention!

Overview of the process
‘How might we help people with signs of
Alzheimer's to overcome denial and seek
medical help as early as possible?’
Together with you we want to explore the topic of
denial in Alzheimer patients and their caregiver
and ease the path to early healthcare intervention
with a design challenge.
The ﬁrst part is all about sharing, collecting and
building on each others ideas. Later we will move
into a competition with the ﬁnals taking part in
Stockholm, 11-12 of January 2019.
But this is not all!
There will be satellite events happening all over
Europe at partnering hubs. There you will get the
chance to join ideation workshops, get guidance and
meet peers who are up for taking this innovation
journey with you.

We will guide you through each step bit by bit
and keep you updated with milestones and
instructions and upcoming events!
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UPCOMING MILESTONE!

8th October

Idea collection function unlocked on platform!
Until then immerse yourself and start understanding the challenge.
Instructions Phase 1 - UNDERSTAND
This phase is all about exploration of the challenge and understanding the humans involved and impacted.
Discover, get inspired and gain empathy to build the basis for the developing the right solutions!
Remember not to search too eagerly for something interesting. Just keep an open-mind and also let your
empathy and intuition guide you. You don’t know yet where your insights will guide you.
Our Suggestions for next steps:

1) Have a look at the following documents

- Detailed challenge description
- Design Thinking guide: Here we have collated an introduction to the mindset, methodology and
suggestions for tools and methods to use for your project. A helpful read.

2) Now it’s time to start understanding

- Get an overview of what you already know about the context you aim to embed a possible
solution. Who is involved or impacted by the challenge? How do they relate to one another?

- Immerse yourself into the topic of Alzheimer’s (links that explains this disease, user stories). Do some
desktop research! Especially around the dilemma of denial and the dimensions of denial.

- GO out on the field and meet patients, relatives or caregivers! Put on your anthropologist hat and just

be curious - what is it really like...? Try to explore the dimensions of denial with empathy (what are their
experience/thoughts around this?). Just listen with a naive mindset. Analysing and making sense will come
later. There are several things you can do to observe, interact and learn, the most straightforward is doing
interviews and letting people tell you their stories. Please see below for a little interview guide and also this
video for some inspiration: https://vimeo.com/129816013
- If you have time: Let your mind free and immerse in other things you find interesting and are curious about

in this area. Explore the challenge through inspiration in new treatments, or research, more user stories,
behavioural science, or new technology that is used in other fields. Feed your interests! Yum, this is the
most inspiring and explorative phase!
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3) Making sense from the information

- Move to this only when you have collected enough insights from meeting affected people
- Share the stories you heard with your team - ideally on a wall (whiteboard etc.) and preferably with

photos (ethics!). Let your team mates ask you questions and take notes.

- Revisit your notes. Extract the top 3-5 most interesting things, this could be the most touching part of
someone's story, something surprising, or maybe even contradicting.

- Try to find what out what lies behind the answers. Write down some motivators and barriers and

frustrations. Ask yourself why and infer the underlying needs. Be aware that people often don’t voice their
needs, they lie beneath behaviour, hopes and fears. A really useful tool here is mapping out their story in
form of a (patient) journey including the emotional journey.

- Find patterns and themes. What did you learn? What is the most interesting or relevant opportunity area
for you to work with?

- Find focus. Rewrite the challenge statement so its more specific to one problem. Can you make it fit better
to your findings, to your users needs? Where in time does the issue of denial have its roots?
Tools and methods for Understanding: A good collection with descriptions is the Bootcamp Bootleg by
the D.School Stanford or can also be found here.

4) Keep alert for news of upcoming events!

Please note! Interview situations can be intimidating and in some cases also damaging to the user,
especially if they are about personal issues. Please consider the Little Book of Design Research Ethics from
IDEO. Support a safe atmosphere for a conversation and be very clear about your objectives. Let the
interviewee guide the conversation.
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Interview Guide

Interviews are a great way to gain insight into people’s perspectives and a certain context. When we say
interview we do not mean surveys (but of course you can use those too), we rather want to hear their stories. So
switch-off your solution-I-know-it-all-brain and be ready explore, including your ‘heart’. This means first of all
observing and listening, adopting a curious and naive mindset and engaging your interviewee more in a
conversation mode.

1) Preparations
• Prepare 2-3 starting questions and maybe a list of back up questions
• Ideally interview in teams of 2-3. If you do, distribute roles. One person guides the interview, another takes

notes, and the third can be an observer. The observer can give you feedback about the interview technique
and make suggestions for improvements afterwards. Rotate roles for the next interview!

2) The interview
• Introduce yourself, your project and aim, including what you plan to do with the information
• Start with an engaging question to get a conversation going
• Let the interviewee guide the conversation and listen actively
• Thank the interviewee and offer to follow up with updates about the project

3) After the interview
• Sit down for a few minutes and take notes individually of what you thought was interesting and surprising or

even contradicting

Example questions to start the interview:
"What was the last time you … (had an experience) ...? Could you tell me about ti?”
“Could you walk me through … (for example your typical workday)?”
“Could you tell me the story of how you … ?”

Some tipps:
• ask OPEN QUESTIONS (those that cannot be answered with yes or no)
• ask WHY often
• 80/20 rule - listen 80% and talk max. 20%
• dig for stories instead of pure facts
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